DTM190
Semi-automatic tyre changer

Features
Capacity from 10”-20” wheels clamped on the outside
12”-23” clamped on the inside
Compact swing arm design
Maximum wheel diameter 1200mm inclusive of tyre

Standard fittings include
Air filter, regulator, oiler
Tyre inflator with pressure gauge
Plastic protection for demount head and jaws

Accessories included
Tyre lever
Soap bucket

Technical data
Operating pressure 8-10 bar (116-145 psi)
Dimensions (Packed) 980x810x950mm
Single phase only
Weight 190kg
CE approved
DTM185
Fully automatic tyre changer

Features
Capacity from: 10”-20” wheels clamped on the outside
12”-23” clamped on the inside
Tilt column action
Maximum wheel diameter 1200mm inclusive of tyre

Standard fittings include
Air filter, regulator, oiler
Tyre inflator with pressure gauge
Plastic protection for demount head and jaws

Accessories included
Tyre lever
Soap bucket

Technical data
Operating pressure 8-10 bar (116-145 psi)
Dimensions (Packed) 1100x950x980mm
Single phase only
Weight 215kg
CE approved

Please note The ART320/assist arm may be fitted at later date
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